**Server Statistic**
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**LPAR Activity**

- **System Call/100**
- **Context Switch**
- **Device Interrupt**
- **Page Replication/Scanned**
- **Page Replication/Released**
- **File/Page Out**
- **File/Page In**

---

**LPAR CPU Utilisation**

- **CPU IO Wait**
- **CPU Idle**
- **CPU System**
- **CPU User**
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Cache Size

- **default**: 1680
- **log_cache**: 12
- **cache_two**: 300
- **cache_four**: 200
- **cache_five**: 16

**Cache Efficiency (Day)**

- **Cache Size**: Total size of the cache.
- **Buffer Read**: Buffer Cached (read and cached at MRU) + Buffer Discarded (read and cached at Wash Marker).
- **Cache Utilisation%**: Searched / Total (Searched).
- **Cache Hit%**: Hit / Searched.
- **Cache Efficiency%**: Hit / Cached.
- **LIO Utilisation%**: LIO Page Used / Total (LIO Page Used).
- **LIO Efficiency%**: LIO Page Used / LIO Page Cached.
- **LIO Relevance%**: LIO Page Used / (LIO Requested * <pages per buffer>.
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